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ABSTRACT 

Software metrics are essential to improve the quality of software during the development process. Coupling and cohesion 

measures are used in various activities such as impact analysis, assessing the fault proneness of classes, fault prediction, re-

modularization, identifying of software component, design patterns, assessing software quality etc. Low coupling and high 

cohesion are better for good software quality. Coupling and cohesion metrics can be applied at the early phase of the software 

development process. This paper reviews various coupling and cohesion metrics for object-oriented software.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Success of any software system depends upon the 

properly used metrics. Coupling and cohesion measures 

can be defined as the indication of relationships among 

elements of the source code. Classes, methods and 

attributes in the object-oriented software systems can be 

consider as elements [1].  

 “Coupling is the measure of the strength of association 

established by a connection from one module to another”. 

[2] If module A and B are strongly interconnected than 

modules are highly coupled while loosely coupled module 

have weak interconnections. If module A and B are 

independent than there is no interconnection [3]. 

Modification becomes simple, if modules are loosely 

coupled. Reusability and maintainability are the 

advantages of low coupling. [4] 

Cohesion refers to the degree to which the elements of a 

module belongs together [5]. “Cohesion can be measured 

by inspecting the connection between all pairs of its 

processing elements”[2]. Degree of cohesion of software 

module is high when element of that module exhibit high 

degree of semantic relatedness [6]. Reusability, 

maintainability and extensibility are advantages of high 

cohesion [4]. 

This paper provides a review of various object-oriented 

coupling and cohesion metrics. Static coupling metrics of 

Chidamber and Kemerer[11][12], Li and Henry[14], 

Abreu et al[15][16], Martin[17],and Bansiya et al.[18]  

are discussed. Dynamic coupling metrics of Yacoub[19], 

Arisholm et al.[20],  Hassoun et al.[22][23], Beszedes et 

al.[24] and Singh and Singh[25][26] are discussed. Static  

 

 

 

cohesion metrics of Chidamber and Kemerer[27][28], 

Briand et al.[29], Bieman and Kang [30], Li and 

Henry[31], Hitz and Montazeri[32], Henderson-

Sellers[33], Xu and Zhou[34], Yang Metric[35], Badri et 

al[36], Bonja et al[37], Fernandez et al[38].,  Jehad Al 

Dallal[39],  Michael Bowman et al.[40] and  Jehad et 

al.[41], are discussed. Dynamic cohesion metrics of Gupta 

et al.[43] and Mitchell [44][45]are discussed. 

Rest of the paper is organised into two sections. Section 2 

presents the review of various coupling and cohesion 

metrics cohesion. Section 3 concludes the paper and 

provides the scope of future work.  

 

II.       REVIEW OF COUPLING AND 

COHESION METRICS 

 

Various coupling and cohesion metrics have been 

proposed by many researchers in the literature. Coupling 

and cohesion metric can be classified into two categories - 

static and dynamic. The static software metrics are 

obtained from static analysis, whereas the dynamic 

software metrics are computed on the basis of data 

collected during run time execution of the software [7]. 

Static metrics are easy to calculate while dynamic metrics 

are tough to calculate. Static metrics are useful when we 

need result from small programs. Ability of static metric 

is to quantify various aspects of the design complexity or 

source code of a software system, make them useful in 

software engineering [8]. Static metrics are inefficient to 

deal with object-oriented features such as polymorphism, 
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dynamic binding and the presence of unused code [7]. 

Inefficiency of static metrics to deal with object-oriented 

features raised the need of dynamic metrics [7]. 

1.1 STATIC COUPLING METRICS 

Non object-oriented programming can be measured using 

static coupling metrics [9]. Some static coupling metrics 

are simple and some are more complex [9]. 

 

2.1.1 Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) Metrics – CK 

metrics are most discussed metrics in the world of 

software engineering. Among six CK metrics, two metrics 

Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO) and Response 

For a Class (RFC) are coupling metrics. 

2.1.1.1 CBO: CBO [10] for a class is the count of the 

number of other classes to which it is coupled. A class is 

coupled with another class if the method declared in one 

class use method or instance variable defined by another 

class. CBO includes inheritance based coupling (i.e. 

coupling between classes related via inheritance). For 

good software quality, high CBO is undesirable. Coupling 

metric is good predictors for the maintainability of 

components in object oriented systems [11]. 

2.1.1.2 RFC: RFC [12] can be defined as the set of 

methods that can potentially be executed in response to a 

message received by an object of that class. 

  RFC = |RS| 

Where, RS = the response set for the class.  

The response set for the class can be defined as: 

RS = { M } { Ri }for all i 

Where, {Ri} is set of methods called by method i and 

{M} is set of all methods in the class. Complexity of the 

class increases as RFC increases [13].   

 

2.1.2 Li and Henry [14] proposed various metrics, which 

includes two coupling metrics. 
2.1.2.1 Message Passing Coupling (MPC): MPC is the 

total number of function and procedure calls made to 

external unit. Higher MPC leads to higher complexity and 

system is difficult to maintain [13]. 

 

2.1.2.2 Data Abstraction Coupling (DAC):  DAC 

counts the total number of instances of other classes 

within a given class.  

2.1.3 Abreu et al. [15][16] proposed Coupling Factor 

(COF) metric. COF used for the design quality evaluation 

of object-oriented software systems. 

2.1.3.1 COF [46]: COF is defined as the ratio of the 

maximum number of possible couplings in the system to 

the actual number of couplings which are not related to 

inheritance[e]. COF also counts the number of inter-class 

communication. 

COF =  

Where client(CiCj) =     iff   =>  ^ ≠  

tc = Total number of classes in the system under 

consideration. 

Ci = client class 

Cj = server class 

Ci => Cj   represents the relationship between client and 

server class. 

 Client Class contains at least one non-inheritance 

reference to a feature of the server class. 

 

2.1.4 Martin Metrics [17] used to measure the quality of 

an object-oriented design in terms of the interdependence 

between the subsystems of that design. 

2.1.4.1Afferent Coupling (Ca): Ca also known as 

incoming coupling. Ca is the number of packages which 

is depending on classes within the package. Ca points out 

package’s responsibility. 

2.1.4.2Efferent Coupling (Ce) – Ce also known as 

outgoing coupling. Ce is the number of packages in which 

the package depends upon. Ce points out package’s 

independence. 

 

2.1.5 Bansiya et al. QMOOD [18] proposed Direct 

Class Coupling Metric (DCC). 

2.1.5.1 DCC: It is a count of different number of classes 

that a class is directly related to. 

 

1.2 DYNAMIC COUPLING METRICS[8] 

Actual coupling taking place between a pair of objects or 

classes at runtime can be measure using dynamic coupling 

metrics. These metrics are measured at object level and 

can be collect to class or system level.  
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2.2.1 Yacoub et al.[19] proposed two object level 

dynamic coupling metrics- Export Object Coupling(EOC) 

and Import Object Coupling (IOC).  

2.2.1.1 EOCx(oi; oj): EOCx(oi; oj) for an object oi with 

respect to  an object oj, is defined as the percentage of the 

number of messages sent from oi to oj with respect to  the 

total number of messages exchanged during the execution 

of scenario x. A class’s object with higher EOC to another 

specific object is more critical to changes due to 

maintenance [11]. 

2.2.1.2 IOCx(oi; oj): IOCx(oi; oj) for an object oi  with 

respect to an object oj , is the percentage of the number of 

messages received by object oi that were sent by object oj 

with respect to the total number of messages exchanged 

during the execution of a scenario x. A class’s object with 

higher IOC to another specific object is more likely to 

import changes due to maintenance in the class from 

which that specific object is instantiated [11]. 

 

2.2.3 Arisholm et al.[20][8] extended the concept of 

Yacoub[19]. They proposed number of dynamic coupling 

metrics. Some of them are defined at class level and some 

are defined at object level. Name of each dynamic metric 

starts with either IC or EC based on the direction of the 

method calls. ‘IC’ stands for import coupling and ‘EC’ 

stands for export coupling. Counting of messages which 

are sent from an object or class is defined by import 

coupling. Counting of messages which are received by an 

object or class is defined by export coupling. The third 

letter indicate the mapping level ‘O’ for object and ‘C’ for 

class. The last letters D, M and C denotes the strength of 

coupling. Strength of coupling measures the amount of 

association between the two objects.  D denotes dynamic 

messages. M denotes distinct method invocation, and C 

denotes distinct classes.  

C = counts the number of distinct classes that a method in 

a given class or object uses or is used by.   

M = counts the number of distinct methods invoked by 

each method in each class or object.  

 D = counts the total number of dynamic messages sent  

or received from one class/object to or from other classes 

or objects. All import and export coupling metrics are 

defined as following:-  

2.2.3.1 IC_OD: This metric count the total number of 

messages sent from one object to other objects. 

2.2.3.2 IC _OM: This metric count the number of distinct 

methods invoked from one object to other objects. 

2.2.3.3 IC_OC: This metric counts the number of distinct 

server classes used by the methods of the given object. 

2.2.3.4 IC_CD: This metric counts the total number of 

messages sent by all methods in all objects of a class. 

2.2.3.5 IC_CM: This metric counts the number of distinct 

methods invoked by all methods in all the objects of a 

class. 

2.2.3.6 IC_CC: This metric counts the number of distinct 

server classes used by all methods of all objects of a class. 

2.2.3.7 EC_OD:  This metric counts the total number of 

messages received by one object from other objects. 

2.2.3.8 EC_OM: This metric counts the number of 

distinct methods received by an object. 

2.2.3.9 EC_OC: This metric counts the number of 

distinct client classes that in a given object are being used. 

2.2.3.10 EC_CD: This metric counts the total number of 

messages received by all methods of all objects of a class. 

2.2.3.11EC_CM: This metric counts the number of 

distinct methods received by all methods of all objects of 

a class. 

2.2.3.12 EC_CC: This metric counts the number of 

distinct client classes that in all objects of a given class 

are being used. 

 

2.2.4 Hassoun et al. proposed Dynamic Coupling Metric 

(DCM).  

2.2.4.1 DCM: DCM measures the degree of interaction 

between object A and object B from a dynamic rather 

than static context [21]. “DCM defines the coupling 

between object A and object B as varying in time”[22]. 

Runtime complexity of a system may be predicted using 

this metric. DCM measures the coupling of specific 

objects and or the whole system at runtime [23].  

 

2.2.5 Beszedes et al. [24] proposed Dynamic Function 

Coupling (DFC).  

 2.2.5.1 DFC: It is defined as the minimal level of 

indirection among all possible occurrences of the two 

functions in the traces. 

 

2.2.6 Singh et al.[25][26] proposed metrics are used to 

evaluate the quality of object oriented software system. 

2.2.6.1 Dynamic Afferent Coupling (DCa): It defines 

the percentage of number of classes accessing the 

methods of a class at runtime to the total number of 

classes. 

2.2.6.2 Dynamic Key Server Class (DKSC): It defines 

the percentage of number of calls sent to a class at 

runtime to the total number of static calls sent to all the 

classes. 

2.2.6.3 Dynamic Key Client Class (DKCC): It defines 

the percentage of number of calls sent by a class at 
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runtime to the total number of static calls sent by all the 

classes. 

2.2.6.4 Dynamic Key Class (DKC): It defines the 

percentage of sum of calls sent out from the class and 

calls received by the class at runtime turned on the total 

number of static calls sent and received by all the classes. 

2.2.6.5 Percentage Active Classes (PAC): It defines the 

percentage of number of classes sending or receiving at 

least one method calls from/to another class at runtime to 

the total number of classes. 

 

1.3 STATIC COHESION METRIC 

Static cohesion metrics are also used to measure non 

object-oriented programming. A large number of static 

cohesion metrics are proposed for measuring cohesion. 

 

2.3.1 Chidamber and Kemerer proposed Lack of 

Cohesion in Methods (LCOM1)[27] and LCOM2[28].  

2.3.1.1 LCOM1 [27]: LCOM1counts the number of pairs 

of methods that do not share attributes. In LCOM1 if a 

class and substance are not clearly defined than software 

becomes harder to maintain [28]. 

2.3.1.2 LCOM2: LCOM2 [28] is defined as LCOM1 

minus number of pairs of methods that use common 

attribute. 

LCOM2= P – Q if P – Q ≥ 0  

0 otherwise.  

Where, P=number of pairs of methods that do not share 

attributes.  

 Q=number of pair of methods that share attributes. 

 

 2.3.2 Briand et al. [29] proposed high level design 

metrics for object-oriented system. These metrics are used 

to identify error prone software parts. All metrics 

discussed in this section satisfies the properties of 

normalization, monotonicity and cohesive modules. 

2.3.2.1 Ratio of Cohesive Interactions (RCI): cohesive 

interactions only happen within modules, but not 

everywhere in modules. The Ratio of Cohesive 

Interactions for software part (sp) is - 

 

  

 

Where, CI(sp) = The set of cohesion interaction in a 

module M. 

M(sp) = The maximal set of cohesive interaction of the 

software part(sp) i.e. the set of includes all of sp’s 

possible cohesion interaction. 

2.3.2.2 Neutral Ratio of Cohesive Interactions (NRCI): 

NRCI(sp) is undefined if and only if no information is 

available on cohesive interactions.  
Unknown CIs are not taken into account. 

      

 
Where, K(sp) = The set of known interactions of a 

software part (sp). 

M(sp) = The maximal set of cohesive interaction of the 

software part(sp). 

U(sp) = The set of unknown interaction. 

2.3.2.3 Pessimistic Ratio of Cohesive Interaction 

(PRCI): This metric is equal to RCI(sp). PRCI considers 

undefined CIs, if they were known not to be actual 

interactions. 

       P  

 2.3.2.4 Optimistic Ratio of Cohesive Interactions 

(ORCI): If unknown CIs are known to be actual 

interaction than they may be consider. 

 

 

 
 

 

2.3.3 Bieman and Kang [30] proposed Tight Class 

Cohesion (TCC) and Loose Class Cohesion (LCC). 

2.3.3.1 TCC: The measure TCC is defined as the 

percentage of pairs of public methods of the class with 

common attribute usage. 

2.3.3.2 LCC: - LCC defines the relative number of 

directly or indirectly connected pairs of methods, wherein 

two methods are transitively connected if they are directly 

or indirectly connected to an attribute.  

 

2.3.4 Li and Henry [31] proposed LCOM3. 

2.3.4.1 LCOM3: It is the number of connected 

components in graph. To compute LCOM3 each method 

represented as a node and the use of at least one attribute 

as an edge.  

 

2.3.5 Hitz and Montazeri [32] proposed LCOM4.  
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2.3.5.1 LCOM4: It is similar to LCOM3, To represent 

method invocation additional edges are used. 

 

2.3.6 Henderson-Sellers [33] proposed a cohesion metric  

LCOM5. 

2.3.6.1 LCOM5: LCOM5 =   

Where, h=number of attributes  

m=number of methods  

a=summation of the number of definite attributes that are 

accessed by each method in a class. 

 

 2.3.7 Xu and Zhou [34] gave Improved Cohesion Based 

on Member Connectivity (ICBMC):  

2.3.7.1 ICBMC: 

 

               ICBMC (G) = Fc(G) × Fs(G)  

            Where , Fc(G) =  

E (G) = number of edges in the cut set of G,  

M (G) = number of non-special methods represented in 

graph G multiplied by the number of attributes.  

 

Fs(G) =   

 

2.3.8 Yang  [35] gave their OLn metric. It satisfies all 

class cohesion properties [28]. 

2.3.8.1 OLn: This metric can be defined as the common 

strength of attributes; the strength of the attribute can be 

defined as the common strength of the methods that 

approach that attribute. Where n are the number of 

iteration which are used to calculate OL. 

 

2.3.9 Badri et al.[36] proposed connectivity based 

metrics Degree of  Direct Cohesion ( ) and Degree of 

Indirect Cohesion(DCi). 

 2.3.9.1 : It defines the relative number of straightly 

connected pairs of methods.  It satisfies the condition of 

TCC metric. 

2.3.9.2 DCi: It defines the relative number of straightly or 

transitively connected pairs of methods. It satisfies the 

condition of LCC metric. 

 

2.3.10 Bonja et al.[37] proposed Class Cohesion (CC) 

metric. 

CC:  CC is the ratio of the summation of the similarities 

between all pairs of methods to the total number of pairs 

of methods. The similarity between methods m and n is:  

Similarity (M, n) =  

where, Mm, Mn = sets of attributes that are referenced by 

methods m and n, respectively 

 

2.3.11 Fernandez et al. [38] proposed Class Cohesion 

metric (SCOM). 

2.3.11.1 SCOM: This metric is the ratio of the summation 

of the similarities between all pairs of methods to the total 

number of pairs of methods. The similarity between 

methods m and n is defined as:  

Similarity (m,n) = | Mm∩Mn|.|MmUMn| 

 

2.3.12 Jehad Al Dallal Metrics [39] proposed Path 

Connectivity Class Cohesion (PCCC) 

2.3.12.1 PCCC: 

PCCC =   

 

Where, m = no. of attributes 

n = no. of methods 

NSP = number of simple paths in graph Gc  

FGc = corresponding fully connected graph 

 

2.3.13 Michael Bowman et al. [40] proposed a procedure 

based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) 

which uses class coupling and cohesion measurement for 

describing fitness functions. Their work has some 

similarity with refactoring. They did most of the work on 

source code refactoring, although it is concluded that 

refactoring obtains higher levels of abstraction, such as 

refactoring of UML models 

 

2.3.14 Jehad et al. [41] proposed Method-Method 

through Attributes Cohesion (MMAC).  
MMAC: The MMAC can be defined as the average 

cohesion of all pairs of methods 

MMAC(C) =  

      

m = no. of attributes 

n = no. of methods 

xi = number of methods that have a or a return type j. 

 

1.4 DYNAMIC COHESION METRICS 

As above mentioned in this paper that dynamic cohesion 

metrics performs better than static cohesion metrics. 
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Dynamic metrics supports graphical user interface(GUI) 

also. 

 

2.4.1 Gupta et al. Metrics [42, 43] Bieman and Ott [29] 

proposed the Strong Functional Cohesion (SFC) metric 

and Weak Functional Cohesion(WFC) metric. The work 

of Bieman and Ott is redefined by Gupta et al.. Gupta et al 

starts the dynamic cohesion measurement using program 

execution based approach on the basis of dynamic slicing. 

 

2.4.2 Mitchell et al. [44][45] provide a new technique for 

collecting dynamic trace information from Java GUI 

programs and a number of simple runtime metrics are 

proposed. 

2.4.2.1 The exPubMet.Ob: This metric gives an 

approximation of level of coupling present in a GUI 

program. 

2.4.2.2 priMet.ob: This metric present that simple 

programs give a greater proportion of their method access 

to the internal working of their classes than the GUI 

program. 

2.4.2.3 meth.ob: This metric used to measure the 

program size.  

      

               meth.ob =  

                                  

2.4.2.4 meth.inst: GUI metric gives an estimation of the 

memory use of the methods.  

            meth.inst  =  

                                 

 

III.   OBSERVATION AND FUTURE 

WORKS 

This paper reviews various coupling and cohesion 

metrics. Metrics have been discussed with their definition 

and formulas. Only some class level and GUI based 

metrics have been discussed in this paper. Other metrics 

can be discussed in next paper.  
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